
English I CP and CP-A Summer Reading. Honors students have a separate list. 

Community Read: A Thousand Beginnings and Endings  edited 

by Ellen Oh. 

Assignment #1:  The Community One Read this summer is A Thousand Beginnings and 

Endings edited by Ellen Oh.  Please see the Fenwick website for information about the One 

Read book and the two-part reading assessment project instructions.  The summer reflection 

project assignment will be graded and will count as a first quarter religion grade. 

Assignment #2: In addition to the community read, each student needs to read ONE book from their 

grade level.  Each department recommended books for students, so there are a variety of books to 

choose from. Students will be assessed on their book choice in English class and it will count as a quiz for 

the first quarter in English. Note: Honors ENG I have a separate assignment—please see ENG I Honors on 

the library website. 

The City of the Beast by Isabel Allende  

Fifteen-year-old Alexander Cold is about to join his fearless grandmother on the trip of a lifetime. An 

International Geographic expedition is headed to the dangerous, remote wilds of South America, on a 

mission to document the legendary Yeti of the Amazon known as the Beast. But there are many secrets 

hidden in the unexplored wilderness, as Alex and his new friend Nadia soon discover 

Code Name Verity by Elizabeth Wein:  

Oct. 11th, 1943-A British spy plane crashes in Nazi-occupied France. Its pilot and passenger are best 

friends. One of the girls has a chance at survival. The other has lost the game before it's barely begun. 

When "Verity" is arrested by the Gestapo, she's sure she doesn't stand a chance. As a secret agent 

captured in enemy territory, she's living a spy's worst nightmare. Her Nazi interrogators give her a 

simple choice: reveal her mission or face a grisly execution. 

Joshua: A Parable of Today by Joseph F.Circone 

Sometimes it happens. After two thousand years, the human race may be given a second chance. Meet 

Joshua, a quiet simple man who seeks nothing for himself. He supports himself solely by carpentry and 

woodworking, and he charges very little for his services. All who come in contact with him can’t help but 

be transformed by his incredible warmth. Who is Joshua and just what is he up to? 

The Finest Hours by Michael Tougias (non-fiction)   



In the winter of 1952, New England was battered by the most brutal nor'easter in years. As the weather 

wreaked havoc on land, the freezing Atlantic became a wind-whipped zone of peril. In the early hours of 

Monday, February 18, while the storm raged, two oil tankers, the Pendleton and the Fort Mercer, found 

themselves in the same horrifying predicament. Built with "dirty steel," and not prepared to withstand 

such ferocious seas, both tankers split in two, leaving the dozens of men on board utterly at the 

Atlantic's mercy. 

Tesla’s Attic by Neal Shusterman and Eric Elfman 

Tesla's Attic is the first book in a brilliantly imagined and hilariously written trilogy that combines 

science, magic, intrigue, and just plain weirdness, about four kids who are caught up in a dangerous plan 

concocted by the eccentric inventor Nikola Tesla. Fans of intrigue, action, humor, and nonstop surprises 

are guaranteed a read unlike any other in Tesla's Attic, Book One of the Accelerati Trilogy. 

April Morning by Howard Fast: 

When you read this novel about April 19, 1775, you will see the British redcoats marching in a solid 

column through your town. Your hands will be sweating and you will shake a little as you grip your 

musket because never have you shot with the aim of killing a man. But you will shoot, and shoot again 

and again while your shoulder aches from your musket's kick. 

Ironman by Chris Crutcher 

A teenager named Bo has been at odds with his father and on the Truant list at school.  The stress that 

he feels gives him the energy to enter a triathlon and to push his body to the limit.  With an unusual 

group friends. He starts the race and…. 

City of Ember (book one) by Jeanne DuPrau 

A modern-day classic. This highly acclaimed adventure series about two friends desperate to save their 

doomed city has captivated kids and teachers alike for almost fifteen years and has sold over 3.5 

MILLION copies!The city of Ember was built as a last refuge for the human race. Two hundred years 

later, the great lamps that light the city are beginning to flicker. When Lina finds part of an ancient 

message, she’s sure it holds a secret that will save the city. She and her friend Doon must race to figure 

out the clues before the lights go out on Ember forever! 

 

 


